In this paper, we present the hard X-ray spectral analysis of a complete sample of AGN detected by INTEGRAL/IBIS. In conjunction with IBIS spectra, we make use of Swift/BAT data, with the aim of cross-calibrating the two instruments, studying source variability and constraining some important spectral parameters. We find that flux variability is present in at least 14% of the sample, while spectral variability is found only in one object. There is general good agreement between BAT and IBIS spectra, despite a systematic mismatch of about 22% in normalisation. When fitted with a simple power-law model, type 1 and type 2 sources appear to have very similar average photon indices, suggesting that they are powered by the same mechanism. As expected, we also find that a simple power-law does not always describe the data sufficiently well, thus indicating a certain degree of spectral complexity, which can be ascribed to features like a high energy cut-off and/or a reflection component. Fixing the reflection to be 0, 1 or 2, we find that our sample covers quite a large range in photon indices as well as cut-off energies; however, the spread is due only to a small number of objects, while the majority of the AGN lie within well defined boundaries of photon index (1 Γ 2) and cut-off energy (30 E cut 300 keV).
INTRODUCTION
The study of active galactic nuclei (AGN) above 10 keV is essential if one wants to study non-thermal processes and observe those sources which are strongly affected by absorption in the soft X-ray band. Another advantage is the possibility of having information on spectral features such as the high energy cut-off and the reflection fraction, which cannot be explored with observations performed below 10 keV. The determination of these parameters is important for many reasons: they provide an insight into the physical properties of the region around the central power source, they play a key role in synthesis models of the cosmic X-ray background and are important ingredients for unification theories and torus studies (e.g Urry & Padovani 1995; Elitzur & Shlosman 2006; Elitzur 2012) . Although high energy measurements of AGN have been made in the past, mainly with the BeppoSAX satellite (e.g. Perola et al. 2002; Dadina 2007 ), these did not generally pertain to a large and complete sample of sources and were limited to a few bright nearby objects. This trend is now changing since the launch of facilities like INTEGRAL (Winkler et al. 2003) and Swift (Gehrels et al. 2004) , both having imaging and spectroscopy capabilities on a large field of view. Indeed, both IBIS (Ubertini et al. 2003) on board INTEGRAL and BAT (Barthelmy et al. 2005 ) on board Swift have been surveying the high energy sky for many years now, providing many detections of both new and previously known active galaxies, which can now be studied in a systematic way for the first time above 10 keV.
Cross-calibration between BAT and IBIS is important if one wants to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio or to study source variability over long timescales. Once calibrated, data from both instruments can be used alone or in conjunction with low energy observations to obtain broadband information and to put stronger constraints on spectral parameters.
In this paper, we present the hard X-ray spectral analysis, conducted in the 17-150 keV energy range, of a complete sample of 87 AGN detected by INTEGRAL/IBIS ). For 80 of these sources we also used BAT data, with the aim of crosscalibrating the two instruments, studying source variability and constraining the primary continuum. This work can also be useful for future exploitation of the IBIS/BAT AGN archive in conjunction with low energy instrument data, for example as an aid to NuSTAR observations.
COMPLETE SAMPLE AND DATA ANALYSIS
The INTEGRAL complete sample of AGN has been extracted from a set of sources listed in the third IBIS survey (Bird et al. 2007 ) and having a firm identification with an AGN. This complete sample consists of 87 active galaxies of various optical classifications: 41 type 1 AGN (Seyfert 1, 1.2 and 1.5), 33 type 2 AGN (Seyfert 1.9 and 2), 5 narrow line Seyfert 1s (NLSy1s) and 8 Blazars (QSOs and BL Lacs). Full details on the extraction of the complete sample are given in Malizia et al. (2009) . Table 1 lists relevant information   c 2009 RAS (source name, Galactic column density, redshift and AGN class) for all objects in the sample. The INTEGRAL/IBIS data reported here consist of several pointings performed in the period comprised between launch (October 2002) and the end of April 2008, for a total of almost 40000 science windows. IBIS/ISGRI images for each available pointing were generated in various energy bands using the ISDC offline scientific analysis software OSA (Goldwurm et al. 2003 ) version 7.0. Count rates at the position of the source were extracted from individual images using data from the ISGRI detector in order to provide light curves in various energy bands; from these light curves, average fluxes were then extracted and combined to produce an average, 14 channels (covering the 17 keV to 300 keV energy range), source spectrum (see Bird et al. 2007 and Bird et al. 2010 for details) . This spectral extraction has been adopted to deal with the large number of objects listed in the survey. This method has also been fully tested over the 20-100 keV band in a number of studies of AGN spectral properties (e.g. Molina et al. 2009 ). Swift/BAT spectra were retrieved on the web 1 ; these spectra are from the first 58 months of operations of the Swift/BAT telescope (Baumgartner et al. 2010) and provide information over the 14-195 keV band (note that the spectra have an 8 channel binning). In order to overlap with IBIS data and crosscalibrate the two instruments, we explore here a slightly narrower energy band (17-150 keV) .
BAT and IBIS spectra have been fitted with XSPEC version 12.7.1, using the χ 2 statistics, assuming that the data are Gaussian; in the following analysis, each parameter error is quoted at 90% confidence level (∆χ 2 =2.71).
INTEGRAL/IBIS VERSUS SWIFT/BAT: SOURCE VARIABILITY
X-ray variability, both in flux and in spectral shape, is one of the most useful tools to probe the physical processes taking place in the surroundings of the central black hole, being related to the physical size and state of the X-ray emitting region. While AGN variability in the 2-10 keV energy range has been well studied, changes above 10 keV have been much less sampled. In the past, both CGRO/OSSE and BeppoSAX/PDS have conducted studies on AGN variability in the hard X-ray band, but none of these instruments had the possibility of performing the analysis on a complete sample of AGN. This is now possible using the present dataset: indeed, 80 out of 87 AGN listed in Table 1 have both IBIS and BAT data available, making average flux/shape comparison, instrument calibration and spectral studies possible. Despite being averaged over a long period, the two datasets have been derived from observations taken over different time intervals and so can be used to search for source variability, if present. The IBIS and BAT spectra have therefore been fitted individually, employing a simple power-law absorbed by intrinsic column density. Although the introduction of the intrinsic column density in the model might not greatly affect sources with small N H , heavy absorption as measured, for example, in Compton Thick (CT) objects, can have nonetheless an effect above 10 keV. Tables 2, 3 and 4 report the fit results for each class of objects and for both instruments, i.e. photon index, 20-100 keV flux, χ 2 and degrees of freedom; N H values are those reported in Malizia et al. (2009) . Figure 1 shows the 20-100 keV IBIS versus BAT fluxes, both 1 http://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/swift/results/bs58mon/ obtained from the individual power-law fits to the high energy spectra. It is quite evident from the plot that there are significant deviations from the 1:1 line, suggesting that above 10 keV long term variability is likely and is detected in all types of objects. Also evident from the figure is the tendency for many points to be located below the 1:1 line, especially for dimmer sources: this can be interpreted as a sign of some systematic differences between the two instruments.
To quantify this mismatch in normalisation, we have calculated the ratios F IBIS /F BAT for the entire sample and fit a gaussian to their distribution in order to estimate the mean and the relative error: we obtain a mean of 1.22 and an error of 0.036. We have then multiplied the BAT flux by this mean value, taking into account the errors and then calculated again F IBIS /F BAT to ensure that the new distribution is compatible within errors with a gaussian having mean 1 (the new value of the mean is 1.03 with an error of 0.03). In the following considerations, this corrected F BAT value will be considered.
To evaluate the presence of flux variability, we then estimated
, made the histogram of the values obtained and fitted a gaussian to it; at this point we estimated how many sources deviate from this gaussian significantly and are therefore likely to be variable. In particular, we consider a source to be variable if its 20-100 keV flux has changed by more than 3σ between the two instruments flux averages. In this way, we find that 11 sources (see last column in Tables 2, 3 and 4) out of 80 (around 14% of the sample) have undergone a change in their flux. In particular, 4 of these variable AGN are type 1 sources, 2 are Blazars and 5 are type 2 objects. The amount of variability observed ranges from 0.5 to about a factor of 2. We emphasise again that these values are corrected for the systematic mismatch in normalization between the two instruments discussed above.
AGN flux variability at hard X-rays has been discussed by Beckmann et al. (2007) using Swift/BAT data for 44 bright AGN: they found that Blazars show stronger variability than type 1 and type 2 AGN, which instead exhibit 10% flux variations or more in at least one third of the sources analysed. The comparison between our results with those of Beckmann et al. (2007) is difficult, due to the different methods of analysis employed. We do not see more variability in Blazars than in Seyferts, and the fraction of variable sources is higher in their sample than in ours. While we would have expected flux changes to be smeared out when considering average fluxes over long timescales, we still find 11 variable sources, which suggests that flux variability is not uncommon at hard X-ray energies, although its amplitude is not dramatic. Therefore this should be taken as a warning when fitting together IBIS and BAT spectra. In order to investigate possible changes also in spectral shape, we plot Γ IBIS vs. Γ BAT in Figure 2 . It is quite clear from this plot that there is overall good agreement between the IBIS and BAT photon indices, suggesting that our sources are not affected, on average, by changes in their spectral shapes. Only a few sources seem to deviate from the 1:1 line, suggesting a possible change in their photon index between the observations performed by the two instruments. However, the errors on both sides are large, thus indicating that a more appropriate analysis is needed. To highlight these objects, we applied the same procedure described above for the flux comparison: we find that at 3σ confidence level only one source, namely 3C 273, is spectrally variable between the BAT and the IBIS measurements. This makes any combined BAT/IBIS analysis difficult to perform and therefore 3C 273 will not be discussed further.
To summarise the comparison between the two data sets, we can say that there is, in general, a good agreement, apart from a few variable sources and a systematic difference in normalisation between the two instruments which can be quantified, at this stage, at around 22%. As a final remark, we note that in the following sections we concentrate our efforts on the BAT/IBIS combined spectral analysis; for this reason, and since we aim at a more in-depth study of our objects, sources for which no BAT spectra are available will not be discussed further. Their simple power-law fits to the IBIS data are nevertheless reported in Tables 2 and 3 for the sake of completeness.
BAT AND IBIS COMBINED SPECTRAL ANALYSIS: CROSS-CALIBRATION AND PHOTON INDEX DISTRIBUTIONS
After the initial individual fits of IBIS and BAT spectra, we combined the two datasets and fit them together in XSPEC; this is justified by the lack of significant spectral variability, as discussed in the previous section. To take into account those few cases affected by flux changes and the likely mismatch between the IBIS and BAT spectra discussed above, we introduced a cross-calibration constant, C, in the fit. The model employed is a simple power-law, absorbed by an intrinsic column density, as done for the individual fits. The results of this analysis are reported in Tables 5, 6 and 7, where again we list source name, combined photon index 6.98±0.14 7.5 (5) † : sources with complex absorption (partial covering), for which the highest value of the column density is reported.
Γ, cross-calibration constant C, IBIS and BAT 20-100 keV flux, χ 2 and degrees of freedom.
In Figure 3 the distribution of the cross-calibration constants is shown. The average value of C is 1.22±0.03 (solid vertical line in Figure 3) , with a standard deviation of 0.32 (dashed lines and hatched area). Figure 4 shows the photon index distribution for all 80 AGN in the sample and for each class of objects separately. Considering the entire sample, we find an average photon index of 2.01±0.04, with a standard deviation of 0.33. For type 1 and type 2 AGN we find <Γ>=2.00±0.03 (σ=0.19) and <Γ>=2.10±0.08 (σ=0.41) respectively, while for Blazars the average photon index is slightly flatter (<Γ>=1.73±0.19, σ=0.50). Our results show that, at high energies, the primary continuum has a "canonical" shape, at least in non-Blazars sources, and further indicate that type 1 and type 2 AGN have overlapping ranges of photon indices, thus suggesting that the high energy emission is produced by the same mechanism. Beckmann et al. (2009) , who analysed a sample of 148 objects employing INTEGRAL/IBIS data, find that the underlying continuum of type 1 and 2 AGN is generally steep as found here but not exactly overlapping. In fact, they report <Γ>=1.97±0.03 for Seyfert 1-1.5 and <Γ>=1.88±0.02 for Seyfert 2. Similarly, Burlon et al. (2011) , using Swift/BAT data of 199 AGN, obtained <Γ>=2.07±0.03 (σ=0.27) for unobscured sources and <Γ>=1.92±0.02 (σ=0.25) for obscured objects; contrary to our results, both these studies suggest that type 2/obscured sources could have a flatter spectral index than type 1/unobscured objects. The difference in the hard X-ray spectral slope between type 1 and 2 has been a point of discussion in the literature for some time now; it was first noted by Zdziarski et al. (1995) using Ginga and CGRO/OSSE data and later confirmed by other studies (Deluit & Courvoisier 2003; Beckmann et al. 2006 ). This could be due to the fact that absorption may play a role even above 10 keV if the column density is very high, i.e. close to or in the Compton regime. The resulting effect is a flattening of the hard X-ray spectra of type 2 AGN; should absorption be properly accounted for, no major difference should be evident in the two samples. Indeed, if absorption is not considered in either class, the spectra of Seyfert 2 are flatter, although still consistent with those of Seyfert 1, leaving the issue still open. We can also compare the mean photon index obtained for our type 1 AGN with that reported in the 2-10 keV band for the CAIXA catalogue (Bianchi et al. 2009 ). This catalogue consists of all radio- quiet, X-ray unobscured objects observed by XMM-Newton in targeted observations, and lists 156 sources. Albeit limited to only type 1 objects, this soft X-ray catalogue is the most compatible with our sample as it contains bright AGN similar to ours. The average 2-10 keV photon index for the CAIXA sample is <Γ>=1.73 (σ=0.45), a much flatter value than that found by our analysis. Even when the CAIXA AGN are fitted with a model that takes into account Compton reflection, the average photon index does not steepen enough to meet our value, being 1.78 (σ=0.46); this strongly suggests that an extra component, such as a cut-off at high energies, is required to model AGN spectra. We note that other soft X-ray selected samples of AGN report a steeper average photon index (Γ∼2; see, for example, Corral et al. 2011 ), but are generally made of weaker objects where spectral analysis is more difficult and uncertain.
Spectral Complexity
Although a simple power-law model describes sufficiently well the data points for the majority of our sources, in some cases it does not fit the data properly. In fact, as can be seen from the fits reported in Tables 5 and 6 , 28 sources or ∼30% of the sample (14 type 1 and 14 type 2 objects) have reduced χ 2 1.5, suggesting that a more complex model might be needed to describe their spectra. We have adopted a χ 2 threshold value of 1.5 to discriminate between well and bad fitted objects, as there is only a probability of 10% of exceeding this value by chance, i.e. no more than 8 sources in the entire sample are expected to have a bad fit.
In the case of these 28 AGN, we have re-fitted the combined BAT/IBIS data using the pexrav model in XSPEC; this model takes into account features such as the high energy cut-off (E cut ) and/or the reflection fraction (R), which can both be present in the energy range probed by the present study. The reflection component depends on the inclination angle i between the axis perpendicular to the accretion disk and the line of sight: the smaller the inclination angle, the larger the resulting reflection component. Since the quality of the data does not allow to constrain both reflection and inclination at the same time, we have fixed cos(i) = 0.45 for both type 1 and 2 AGN.
In the first instance, we left all relevant parameters free to vary and report in the first row of Tables 8/9 and 10/11 the results of these fits; for each source, the tables list photon index, high energy cut-off, reflection fraction, cross-calibration constant, χ 2 and degrees of freedom, as well as the probability of a fit improvement with respect to the simple power-law model reported in Tables 5  and 6 . Although the fit improvement is significant in most cases, it is evident that it is quite difficult to put firm constraints on all free parameters, i.e. power-law photon index, high energy cut-off and reflection, at the same time. This is mainly due to the lack of data below 17 keV and the fact that unfortunately the parameters of interest are closely linked in the fitting procedure. Out of 28 AGN analysed, only in two cases (NGC 4151 and IC 4329A) it is possible to put constraints on all 3 parameters at the same time. In most other cases, only two out of three parameters analysed could be constrained, specifically the photon index with either the reflection (in the minority of the sources) or the high energy cut-off (in the majority of the objects). There are nevertheless some AGN in which neither R or E cut could be constrained at all. This suggests that if one wants to get some spectral information from hard X-ray spectra alone, some assumptions must be made on at least one of the 3 parameters involved in the spectral analysis. For example, among type 1 sources, IGR J21247+5058 is a well studied source which is known to have little reflection (Molina et al. 2007; Tazaki et al. 2010) ; in this case, if we fix the reflection fraction to zero and leave both the photon index and the cut-off energy as free parameters, both quantities are indeed well constrained (see Table 8 , 9) and are compatible with previous studies. On the other hand, the Circinus Galaxy (a Compton thick AGN) has a well-known cut-off energy Unfortunately not all our sources are well studied at high energies as these two objects and so a more general approach has been adopted in order to deal with all 28 AGN. We therefore choose to fix the reflection component to be 0, 1, or 2; the higher value of R allows for the extra reflection often observed in AGN and likely due to a more complex or peculiar geometry, such as one in which a molecular torus is present alongside an accretion disk, more radiation is emitted toward the reflector than toward the observer or light bending effects are at work (Molina et al. 2009 ).
The results obtained with fixed values of reflection are reported in Tables 8/9 and 10/11, where again a significant fit improvement (close to 99% or more in at least one of the three cases of R analysed) is evident in many objects, when comparing these fits with single power-law ones; the improvement occurs in 75% of the sources, therefore leaving only a handful of AGN where the improvement is not as significant. In a couple of AGN, we could not obtain any constraints on the cut-off energy, presumably because it is located at higher energies than those probed by IBIS/BAT. Finally, in a small number of objects, i.e. 10 out of 28, the reduced χ 2 obtained using the pexrav model is still above the threshold of 1.5 adopted in the present study, meaning that in these sources we have not yet achieved a good fit. These 10 AGN (4 type 1 and 5 type 2) are highlighted in Tables 8, 9 and 10, 11 and are discussed in more detail in the next section. 
Further spectral considerations
The fact that a number of sources are still badly fitted after substituting the simple power-law with the pexrav model could have various explanations, among which a certain degree of flux variability (see Tables 5/6 ) and/or poor quality data (either related to IBIS, BAT or both). In addition, there may be further spectral complexity like in Cygnus A, where the hot temperature of the surrounding cluster could have an effect on the source spectrum, even above 10 keV (Molina et al. 2006 ). However, a common problem that we find in these 9 cases is a divergence between model and data points at either low (i.e. around 17-20 keV) or high energies (i.e. above 100 keV). For instance, in NGC 4945 (Figure 5 ), the first IBIS point is causing problems to the fit, while in Cygnus A (Figure 6 ) the problem arises due to the last BAT spectral point. On the other hand, in the Circinus Galaxy (Figure 7) , IBIS and BAT points track each other perfectly well, but both diverge from the model above 100 keV; given the good agreement between IBIS and BAT spectra, this could be a true feature of the source (which is of some scientific interest) or could be due to problems related for example to an incorrect background subtraction. This is not an uninteresting issue, which we intend to pursue as more data on this source become available. In order to test the aforementioned problem, we have refitted all 9 objects using the same approach described in section 4.1, but limiting the analysis to the 20-100 keV energy range. We find that the resulting fits become acceptable, at least in one of the various cases of R considered; the only exception are IGR J2124+5058 and the Circinus Galaxy, where the reduced χ 2 still remains above 1.5. Inspection of the data-to-model ratios for these two sources indicates that the fits are nonetheless acceptable, suggesting that these may just be the 2-3 objects where the reduced χ Table 10 ). IBIS data are in red while BAT data are in black. As can be seen from the plot, the first channel of the IBIS spectrum is causing the fit to have a ∆χ 2 >1.5. Table 10 ). IBIS data are in red while BAT data are in black. As can be seen from the plot, the last channel of the BAT spectrum is causing the fit to have a ∆χ 2 >1.5.
is above 1.5 just by chance in a sample of 28 objects. As a final remark, we note that, in general, the parameter values obtained in this restricted energy range are consistent with those obtained in the 17-150 keV fits.
THE HIGH ENERGY CONTINUUM AND ITS CUT-OFF ENERGY
In Figure 8 , we show the high energy cut-off (E cut ) vs. the photon index for the AGN where these two quantities could be measured (data are either from Table 8 One thing which is immediately evident is that the two figures are fully compatible, suggesting that the choice of fixing R is acceptable if one wants to have more precise information on a large sample of sources. The second evident thing is the banana shape of Table 10 ). IBIS data are in red while BAT data are in black. As can be seen from the plot, both IBIS and BAT high energy data points are not correctly fitted by the model. the space covered by the parameters explored in both plots; this is a clear sign of the inter-relation between the two analysed quantities, in the sense that flatter spectra provide lower cut-off energies than steeper ones. This again underlines the difficulties of extracting spectral information from the analysis of narrow band data. From the figure, it is also evident that the sample covers quite a large range in photon indices as well as cut-off energies; however, as can be seen in the lower panel of Figure 8 , the spread is due only to a small number of objects ( 20% of the sample) while the majority of our AGN lies within well defined boundaries of photon index (1 Γ 2) and cut-off energy (30 E cut 300 keV). In fact, the average power-law photon index and high energy cut-off for all AGN where both could be measured are Γ = 1.39, 1.62, 1.75 (σ = 0.39 in each case) and E cut = 215, 204, 205 keV (σ = 368, 274, 295 keV) assuming R = 0, 1, and 2 respectively; note that lower limits on the high energy cut-off have been considered.
Our results are in line with BeppoSAX observations which indicate a spread in E cut from about 50 keV up to around 300 keV (Perola et al. 2002; Dadina 2008) ; they also agree with the results of Beckmann et al. (2009) , but are barely consistent with those obtained by Ricci et al. (2011) , who locate the cut-off energy above 200-300 keV.
The values of Γ and E cut are linked to the Comptonising hot plasma temperature kT e and optical depth τ, according to the relation discussed by Petrucci et al. (2001) and also analysed by Molina et al. (2009) .
In particular, the plasma temperature kT e is estimated as kT e = E cut /2 if τ 1 and kT e = E cut /3 if τ≫1. The most likely range of E cut estimated in the present sample (30-300 keV), indicates a range of plasma temperatures from 10 to 150 keV (or 1.16×10 8 -1.74×10 9 K). The equation (solved for both low and high values of τ and E cut and assuming our average value of Γ=1.65 in the case of R=1) has therefore acceptable solutions for τ in the range ∼1 to ∼6. These results are in good agreement with what was previously found for a small sample of Seyfert 1 galaxies studied by Petrucci et al. (2001) and Molina et al. (2009) and indicate that the Comptonising hot plasma has a typical temperature of 80±70 keV and is mildly thick (τ<7). Available models should be able to explain and cover the observed range of values.
As a final remark, we also note that synthesis model of the cosmic diffuse background (CXB) often assume as an upper limit to the cut-off energy a value of ∼200 keV; this choice is basically driven by the intensity and the shape of the CXB spectrum above the peak, which cannot be exceeded; even a value of 300 keV has Table 8 ,9,10,11. Upper panel: parameter space relative to fits where R was left as a free variable; blue triangles represent type 1 sources, red circles represent type 2 objects. Upper limits on the cut-off energy are represented by arrows. Lower panel: parameter space relative to fits where R was assumed to be 0, 1 or 2. Triangles represent type 1 sources while circles indicate type 2 objects; different colours refer to different values of R (R=0 in blue, R=1 in red, R=2 in green). Upper limits on the cut-off energy are represented by arrows. difficulties in accommodating all available observations and CXB measurements (Gilli et al. 2007 ). Thus our analysis agrees and supports this CXB model assumption.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we present the hard X-ray properties of a complete sample of AGN using both INTEGRAL/IBIS and for the majority of the sources also Swift/BAT data. In particular, the main objective of this work is to analyse the cross-calibration between IBIS and BAT, study source variability and constraining some important spectral parameters such as the high energy continuum and its cut-off energy. The main results found in this paper can be summarised as follows:
-We find that out of 80 sources for which both BAT and IBIS spectra are available, 11 show signs of flux variability. This result suggests that flux variability is not uncommon at high energies, although it is not very dramatic (see Section 3). Spectral variability is instead quite rare, being found only in one source (i.e. 3C 273).
-There is general good agreement between INTEGRAL/IBIS and Swift/BAT data, although we find a systematic difference in the normalisation between the two instruments of about 22%. This is also reflected in the combined fits discussed in Section 4, where we find that the average cross-calibration constant between IBIS/BAT is 1.22.
-We find, from the combined fits reported in Section 4, that the average photon index for our sample is around 2, with quite a narrow spread. We also find that type 1 and type 2 sources have very similar average photon indices, a clear indication that they are powered by the same mechanism.
-Another interesting result is that a simple power-law is not always the most appropriate model to describe high energy data. Indeed, 35% of the sources show signs of spectral complexity (see Section 4.1) and therefore have to be fitted with a model that takes into account a high energy cut-off and a reflection component.
-This more complex model yields a fit improvement in 75% of the sources considered, thus providing evidence for the presence of a high energy component.
-Although it is quite hard to constrain at once the high energy continuum, its high energy cut-off and the reflection fraction, it is possible to put constraints on at least two parameters while the other is fixed. By fixing the reflection fraction to be 0, 1 and 2, we have been able to determine the parameter space defined by the photon index and the high energy cut-off.
-Our sample covers quite a large range in photon indices as well as cut-off energies; however, the spread is due only to a small number of objects while the majority of the AGN lie within well defined boundaries of photon index (1 Γ 2) and cut-off energy (30 E cut 300 keV).
-The values of Γ and E cut are linked to the Comptonising hot plasma temperature kT e and optical depth τ; from our analysis we find that, for the sources in our sample, the plasma has a typical temperature of (80±70) keV and is mildly thick (τ<7).
